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Markus Karlsson: Next up we're going to talk about activist investing which is slowly gaining 
ground here in Europe. A leading figure in the industry joins us here in the studio to discuss the 
trends. Lauren Taylor Wolfe is a managing director, investing partner and member of the 
investment committee at Blue Harbour Group, which is a three point three billion dollar activist 
investment firm and she’s with us, as I said, here in the studio. Great to have you with us this 
morning.  
 
Lauren Taylor Wolfe: Thank you so much for having me, Markus, it’s a pleasure to be here.  
 
Markus Karlsson: Now when you say activist investment, I suppose the image often comes up 
of Carl Icahn and Bill Ackman, people who are seen as quite aggressive. But Blue Harbour sells 
itself as a friendly activist investor, can you tell us a little bit more about that, what is a friendly 
activist investor?  
 
Lauren Taylor Wolfe: Sure, so we’re a bit unique in that we favor engagement over public 
confrontation. At Blue Harbour, we’re really public market investors who take a very private 
equity approach to our investments. We bring ideas for changes that we think can significantly 
increase shareholder value, and we actively seek to persuade boards and managements to 
pursue those changes. So this approach to investment is quite deliberate, it’s not an accident. 
We look for undervalued companies whose boards and managements are open to new ideas 
for unlocking value, and we keep a very concentrated portfolio of only around ten core 
investments at any one time and we’re typically the largest – one or two – or one of the top five 
or ten investors.  
 
Markus Karlsson: Now, you focus on North America, and small and medium sized companies. 
If we look here in Europe though, are there things that may interest you in Europe at this time? I 
mean, what’s the landscape from your perspective?  
 
Lauren Taylor Wolfe: Sure, so, I’m in London for a couple of reasons, and yes I think Europe 
could potentially be interesting, but for Blue Harbour we’re really focused on North America 
based companies as investments. Under certain circumstances we’ve invested in overseas 
companies with global businesses, but we have a number of clients all over the world: pensions, 
endowments, foundations, sovereign wealth funds. Another reason I’m here is that later today 
I’ll be presenting and exchanging ideas with other investors about activism at a conference 
that’s being held in London.  
 
Markus Karlsson: Now some activist investors say that it’s more difficult to operate in Europe 
than North America, would you agree with that? Is there something to that? 
 



Lauren Taylor Wolfe: Yeah, definitely. You don’t see as many large scale activist investors in 
Europe as in the U.S. I think it’s because of the individualities of each country within Europe. 
Whereas the U.S is a single market with one set of corporate governance rules, one language, 
and a large number of publically traded companies, in Europe a company has its own nuances 
around corporate governance regulations, trading rules, and there are cultural and language 
barriers. So there would be very high startup costs to build an investment firm, solely focused on 
pursing activism across borders. It would require tremendous investment in legal skills, 
regulatory skills, language, having presences in multiple offices, and local market expertise in 
understanding the cultural norms. It’s certainly not insurmountable but I would say it’s definitely 
more difficult. That said, in the U.K. you are seeing, because it is a large market in of its self, 
you are starting to see more and more firms start up within the confines of the U.K, market.  
 
Markus Karlsson: Do you see any particular sector? Anything that interests you particularly? 
 
Lauren Taylor Wolfe: I think it’s across the board. Again, at Blue Harbour, I’m really looking at 
companies that are undervalued significantly. So I look for companies trading with high free 
cash flow yields that are very cash generative, or that have hard assets supporting valuations, 
where we believe there’s a strong management team who’s minded to unlock value. So, where 
we can have an impact with what we call our active value, which is our angle on the investment 
thesis on what we can do around capital allocation – it’s usually strategic or cap-structure in 
nature to unlock value and catalyze value for all shareholders.   
 
Markus Karlsson: So you kind of hint that the U.K. could be of interest for you, any other 
particular markets, segments, that catch your eye at this particular moment?  
 
Lauren Taylor Wolfe: Again, we look for four to five new core investments per year, so we can 
look across segments. Really the quality of the management team, the track record is of critical 
importance, and then when companies are misunderstood, so for instance in energy in the U.S., 
or really, companies that generate a substantial amount of free cash flow, that for whatever 
reason there might be some price dislocation because of a misunderstanding around business. 
Software has been a strong areas for us as well.  
 
Markus Karlsson: Alright, Lauren Taylor Wolfe, managing director, investing partner, at Blue 
Harbour thank you very much for being in the studio. Great to have you here this morning.  
 
 


